Start up to
5 enrollees
for 5 months

TRY NEURO-PT
NO LONG-TERM
COMMITMENT

$1997
Each
Enrollee

Not ready for a long-term commitment?
We make it simple and stress free to add
SYMMETRY Neuro-PT to your program.

SYMMETRY Pilot 5 allows you to trial run
Neuro-PT, create awareness for families,
improve enrollee success, and generate
increased revenue while gaining measurable
results.

Contact us Today
(844) SYMMETRY
Learn More at
SymmetryNeuroPT.com
Call (833) SYMMETRY to

Reserve Spot

LIMITED AVAILABILITY
SYMMETRY PILOT 5
PROGRAM

Trial Run Pilot 5 for your program
Not ready for a long-term commitment?
We make it simple and stress free to add SYMMETRY Neuro-PT to your program
for 5 months for 5 enrollees (only $1,997/ ea.)
SYMMETRY Pilot 5 allows you to trial run Neuro-PT, create awareness for
families, improve enrollee success, and generate increased revenue while
gaining measurable results.
How do we start this program when our staff already have full and BUSY
schedules?
It is recommended to regularly spend time exercising your body for health and
wellness, this is also true for the brain. Neuro-PT is a strength training course for
the brain. This course can be integrated as seamlessly as a student attends
English, Phys. Ed., or an adult goes to yoga classes, requiring as little as 2-3
sessions per week.
Our company has a tight budget. How do we validate this investment?
Not only do you get to try the SYMMETRY system, but you can also generate
additional revenue for your program during this trial. By investing $1,997 per
enrollee, you can gain your investment back quickly by charging above this
minimum amount. Most facilities charge about $5k per enrollee for a 40 session
plan. The return on investment provides an added $3,003 each, that's $15,015
added revenue! That is a 250% ROI along with measurable results!

Call (833) SYMMETRY
to Reserve Spot

How do we review results to show staff and families/parents?
SYMMETRY Neuro-PT has multiple built-in assessments and evaluations,
qEEG brain map comparison reports cognitive performance tests, as well as
progress trackers that will all be provided as an included service of your Pilot
5 program (or along the way as needed). Additionally, you will have
measurable well-documented results in a bio-psycho-social approach to help
your clients during their transitional journey!
What is the advantage to use Pilot 5 compared to other modalities?
SYMMETRY Neuro-PT uses advanced neurofeedback technology to
strengthen and guide your brainwaves. The goal is to help the brain better
regulate, thus often alleviating unwanted symptoms and behaviors.
By teaching the brain to produce healthier patterns, the central nervous
system is calmed and balanced. This in turn reduces incident rates, outbursts,
and calms anxieties. This process enhances the effectiveness of other
traditional therapies when used in conjunction.

Call (833) SYMMETRY
to Reserve Spot

